Segmentation of optic disc and optic cup in retinal fundus images using shape regression.
Glaucoma is one of the leading cause of blindness. The manual examination of optic cup and disc is a standard procedure used for detecting glaucoma. This paper presents a fully automatic regression based method which accurately segments optic cup and disc in retinal colour fundus image. First, we roughly segment optic disc using circular hough transform. The approximated optic disc is then used to compute the initial optic disc and cup shapes. We propose a robust and efficient cascaded shape regression method which iteratively learns the final shape of the optic cup and disc from a given initial shape. Gradient boosted regression trees are employed to learn each regressor in the cascade. A novel data augmentation approach is proposed to improve the regressors performance by generating synthetic training data. The proposed optic cup and disc segmentation method is applied on an image set of 50 patients and demonstrate high segmentation accuracy for optic cup and disc with dice metric of 0.95 and 0.85 respectively. Comparative study shows that our proposed method outperforms state of the art optic cup and disc segmentation methods.